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Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach where distributed
nodes participating to a common infrastructure can mod-
ify in a distributed way a Mandatory Access Control pol-
icy without any central component. The local modification
enables a node first to adapt its configuration to the local
applications and second to react to specific attacks that are
detected locally. Moreover, a local approach provides a
better fault tolerance since the policy does not require any
communication with an external node. The general idea is
to have a common meta-policy including protection rules
plus modification rules. A modification rule enables a node
first to modify existing protection rules and second to add
new types, roles and users in the system in order to define
new rules. So, our approach is to have a local meta-control
supporting distributed evolutions of local protection rules.
This approach is developed as a joint research project with
INRIA and FT R&D, called ACI SATIN, where verification
techniques are proposed to verify that the distributed mod-
ifications cannot violate the required security properties.

1. Introduction

This paper presents a novel approach where distributed
nodes can update locally their MAC policies, e.g. SELinux
[1]. In contrast with the other solutions, it enables dis-
tributed nodes to update accordingly their local policy
while satisfying a common meta-protection. This approach
can be used for example in the context of a shared cluster
or for distributed applications relying on a set of Internet
nodes. The important point is that the framework provides
a meta-protection guarantying that the distributed modifi-
cations satisfy a control policy telling who has the right
to make local modifications and for which attributes and
rules. Since the purpose is to be able to guaranty security
properties for such distributed evolutions, we present a so-
lution for verifying that the distributed modifications still

satisfy some security properties. Typically, we propose to
guaranty that there is no information flow for non permitted
interactions.

In contrast, traditional MAC systems consider a model
where the policy is global and can be distributed at the dif-
ferent nodes on a replication basis. Organization Based Ac-
cess Control [2] provides a set of policies entities (role, ac-
tivity, context, view, subject, object, action, organization)
that enables to adapt a common policy to different organi-
zations. It is not at all a solution to enable a distributed
modification of the protection models since there is no ca-
pability to perform local modifications such as adding new
entities, removing or modifying existing ones.

2. The meta-protection framework

Our meta-protection framework distinguishes a modifi-
cation policy from the reusable protection policy. A mod-
ification policy defines modification rules using a meta-
protection language. These modification rules can eas-
ily be projected onto a meta-protection matrix. In turn,
the reusable protection policy includes reusable protection
rules. Those rules can be expressed with a protection lan-
guage that can be projected into a protection matrix. The
different nodes, participating to the same distributed sys-
tem, share the modification policy. They share also the
reusable protection policy that composes the initial node
policy. Since those policies are modified locally without
need of any external exchange, two distant policies can
have completely different values while satisfying the global
security properties that are defined by the modification pol-
icy.

2.1. Reusable protection policy

A protection policy defines a permission between a cou-
ple of security context. Each security context has three
attributes role, type and user. A protection rule gives the



authorization for a specific interaction between two secu-
rity contexts. For example, an interaction IT for writing
on rough device is allowed between a subject security con-
text (R1,T1,U1) and an object security context (R2,T2,U2).
So, a protection rule is expressed with a language such as
enable(Interaction Type, Subject Security Context , Object
Security Context). That type of language can be easily pro-
jected onto a protection matrix with SSC as raw, OSC as
colon and IT as matrix element. For compact coding, each
element of that matrix contains a list of permitted interac-
tions. At the beginning of its lifetime, a node recovers a
copy of the reusable protection rules. Then that copy of the
protection rules can evolve locally.

2.2. Modification policy

a) Meta-protection for policy modification: a rule en-
ableAddIT(SC, [SSC,OSC]T, PVA) allows a given entity
SC to add an authorization for a new interaction IT between
the two target security contexts SSC and OSC, in the scope
of PVA which is a Permitted Value Array. For example,
consider SSC1 (a log process executed by a userdaemon
with a specific logging role) where the only permitted in-
teractions are ITa (read authorization) and ITb (link permis-
sion) onto OSC1 (a log file belonging to logadmin user
with the role admin). There are also primitives such as
for permitting the removal or the update of a given inter-
action. b) Meta-protection for type, role and user: three
rules enableCreateT(SC), enableCreateR(SC) and enable-
CreateU(SC) allow a given entity SC to create either a new
type, role or MAC user. For example, the addition of a
new application requires the creation of a new type. A user
with a security context SSCU installing this new applica-
tion can be granted the right to add new types so that it
can be integrated in the protection policy, by the way of the
installer. A rule such as enableCreateT(SSCU) would be
added to the meta-protection. Rules are available to cancel
the capability of creation. The six rules defined previously
apply to three functions: createT(T, attributes), createR(R,
attributes), createU(U, attributes). According to the exam-
ples given previously, a user installing a new application
would call createT(Ta) with Ta being the type of the new
application. There are also functions to remove and change,
with specific enable/disable rules.

2.3. Policy Adapter

The protection policy, computed from the reusable pro-
tection policy using the modification policy rules, is ex-
pressed in a generic protection language. A policy adapter
takes the rules expressed in that generic protection lan-
guage as input. It projects the current protection policy onto
a target system such as SELinux and GR. Thus, a generic

protection language is distributed efficient onto heteroge-
neous MAC systems.

3. Formal model and verification

Dynamic protection rules raise a much more difficult
verification problem than static systems. We now outline
our formal model and verification methodology for this
general framework. A basic problem to be addressed is
the compositionality of sequences of interactions. In the
context of dynamically changing protection rules, it is not
possible to compute information flow from a set of fixed
protection matrices, even if the infinite set of possible pro-
tection matrices was taken into account. As a result we
model the general information flow problem by consider-
ing protection matrix changes at the same level as interac-
tion transitions. This is done by defining the graph nodes
as pairs of a security context x with the current protection
matrix R. The backward information flow graph is sym-
metric. The formulation expresses the compositionality of
sequences by allowing edges of the second sort to occur at
any time. In general this graph is infinite because of the
possibility of adding new contexts dynamically. We there-
fore plan to solve the reachability problem either by the-
orem proving or application of reachability algorithms for
weak infinite-state process algebras.

4. Conclusion

Currently, the language to express the meta-protection
rules as been designed but it is still under development.
The Policy Adapter has been implemented and validated
onto SELinux and grsecurity. The formal model of ver-
ification is defined and different methods, theorem prov-
ing and process algebras, are evaluated to get the best re-
sults. Future work consist in finishing the implementation
our meta-protection framework and show the efficiency of
the chosen verification systems.
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